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A Glass With Milk
Ben West & Jonathan Wrona

Abstract—In this paper we discuss extensions we made to our
ray tracing implementation to cover a wider range of materials.
In particular materials with refractive properties, and translucent
materials that need a BSSRDF to be accurately rendered. We
will discuss our implementation, as well as problems that we
encountered, and our solutions to said problems. We will also
present our results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the holy grails of graphics is producing photo
realistic reproductions of beautiful scenes. Ray tracing, while
slow, is a very accurate and manageable way of achieving this
for still frames. Our goal in this paper was to extend ray tracing
to render a wider range of materials with more complicated
properties. For us, these extensions covered transparent and
translucent materials.
In order to render transparency, we implemented a method
for refraction which involved Snell’s law. We also used an
approximation of the Fresnel terms to capture partial reflections. For translucent objects we implemented an algorithm
for subsurface scattering to cover materials such as milk and
granite.

A. Motivation and Background Work
Refraction is a beautiful occurrence involving the bending
of light through certain materials. We focus on glass in
this implementation, but by simply changing the index of
reflection, any refractive material can be visualized. In order
to implement refraction, physical equations were utilized, described in Reflections and Refractions in Ray Tracing [2]. This
paper discussed using Snell’s law to calculate the direction that
light is refracted and finding the critical angle at which there is
no transmission. It also discussed using the Fresnel equations
for reflectance to find the ratio of light that is reflected versus
refracted. A final result is shown in figure 1.
B. General Algorithm Overview
The algorithm for refraction involves real physics to determine the reflectance term, or the amount of light that is
reflected instead of refracted, then to determine the direction
that light is both reflected and refracted based on the surface
that a ray intersected. An index of refraction term was added
to the material object, which, if non-zero, indicated that the
object should be transparent, and how it should alter the
direction of light.
Pseudo code for refraction is shown in algorithm 1. Mathematical details are left out and are described later in this
section.

II. R EFRACTION
C. The Physics of Refraction

Fig. 1. An image of a glass rendered using 6 bounces, 15 shadow samples,
and 20 antialias samples.

Fig. 2. A diagram with vectors representing rays of light involved in
refraction. i is the incoming ray, r is the reflected ray, and t is the transmitted
ray.
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Data: index of refraction of object we intersected with
Result: reflected and transmitted color with recursive
calls to ray tracing function
entering = if normal dot incident is less than 0;
n = air / index of refraction;
if not entering then
negate normal;
n = index of refraction / air;
end
calculate reflectance;
transmittance = 1 - reflectance;
if transmittance greater than 0 then
check for total internal reflection;
if not total internal reflection then
find direction of refraction;
answer += transmittance * ray tracing call in
direction of refraction;
end
end
if reflectance greater than 0 then
find direction of reflection;
answer += reflectance * ray tracing call in direction
of reflection;
end
Algorithm 1: Pseudo code detailing refraction

1) Reflection: A portion of making refraction accurate is
reflection. A portion of light will be reflected off of any
material, based on the reflectance, which we will discuss later.
To calculate the direction at which light will be reflected, we
acknowledge that θi = θr . Using this we can find the direction
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Luckily, those consider the polarization of light, and we will
ignore that in our problem. We can take the reflectance values
for both polarizations R⊥ and Rk , and average them to find
the reflectance we will use.

2
n1 cosθi − n2 cosθi
R⊥ (θi ) =
n1 cosθi + n2 cosθi

2
n2 cosθi − n1 cosθi
R⊥ (θi ) =
n2 cosθi + n1 cosθi
R(θi ) =

R⊥ (θi ) + Rk (θi )
2

In the case of total internal reflection, we simply set R(θi )
to be 1.0, indicating that 100% of the light should be reflected.
From this point it is trivial to find the ratio of light that is
transmitted.
T (θi ) = 1 − R(θi )
D. Technical Challenges
While implementing refraction we encountered quite a few
bugs, many of which were trivial to fix but difficult to pinpoint
the error that was made. We will discuss the notable ones here.
The first that we encountered dealt with the normals of
a surface. When exiting a sphere for example, the normal
that is detected on the hit points outward from the surface
of the sphere. We did not invert said normals, which resulted
in images like figure 3. A ray tree visualization of the problem
is presented in figure 4.

r = i − (i · n) ∗ n
2) Refraction: Finding the direction of refracted light is
slightly more complicated. In order to do this we use Snell’s
Law.
n1 sinθi = n2 sinθt
Our goal is to find t (the direction of refraction). To save
time and space we will define it as it defined in Reflections
and Refractions in Ray Tracing [2].


p
n1
n1
2
i+
cosθi − 1 − sin θt n
t=
n2
n2
3) Critical Angle: The critical angle (θc ) is the angle at
which a material no longer transmits any light. If we encounter
an incoming ray whose angle with respect to the normal is
greater than θc , we simply set our reflectance to 1.0, which
leads to the transmittance being 0.0, in which case no light is
transmitted, the correct effect of the critical angle. The critical
angle is defined by
n1
θc = arcsin
n2
4) Reflectance Ratio: The last remaining piece of refraction is calculating the ratio of light that is reflected versus
transmitted. This ratio is determined by the refractive indices
and the angle of incidence, described by the Fresnel equations.

Fig. 3. A rendering without reversing normals when exiting an object.

The second problem we ended up fixing involves internal
reflection and its effect on the image. In figure 5, the image
on the left shows incorrect handling of internal reflection. We
were unknowingly not reflecting when attempting to exit an
object. The image on the right is correctly handled internal
reflection.
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Fig. 4. Ray tree visualization of refracting the wrong way due to a nonreversed normal.
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Fig. 6. An attempt at rendering a glass with an epsilon value that was
significantly too small.

glass having an index of refraction of 1.5 and the water having
an index of refraction of 1.33.

Fig. 5. A side by side comparison of internal reflection being handled
incorrectly (on left), and correctly (on right).

The final bug we had to work out dealt with epsilon. It was
tough getting an epsilon value suitable for refracting between
two closely placed objects. Figure 6 shows the results of an
epsilon which is significantly too small. Fixing this involved
the brute force method of small adjustments to epsilon until
the results looked good.
There is one issue that we have not been able to fix involving
the speckled nature of some renders. This can be seen in figure
7, near the top of the water in the glass.

Fig. 7. A glass filled half-way up with water.

III. S UBSURFACE S CATTERING
E. Results

A. Motivation and Background Work

Despite the incredibly long rendering time for the final
scene featuring a glass of water, the results are very good
regarding realism. Unfortunately, we did not take into account
the different shadowing that transparent materials such as glass
cause on a surface, but that could be fixed in the future
by updating the photon mapping implementation to include
refraction. Figure 7 shows a rendering of a glass of water, the

To implement subsurface scattering we used the algorithm
described in Henrik Wann Jensen’s A Practical Model for
Subsurface Light Transport [4]. It had appealing results, and
rendered in times that we believed were feasible for this
project. This was not the case for a Monte Carlo simulation.
However, there were significantly more snags in implementing
it than expected so we will give a rundown of the algorithm as
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we ended up implementing it. We will keep the mathematical
motivation to a minimum as Henrik’s paper did a great job
covering that.
B. General Algorithm Overview
The gist of the method is to approximate light bouncing
around below the surface with two terms: a diffusion term
and a single scattering term. The diffusion term represents
how light distributes itself after it has scattered several times,
and the single scattering term represents when the light only
bounces once before exiting. Both of these terms are supposed
to be exact integrals, which means that they are computed by
distributing points around the incident point x0 in two different
rays, collecting parameters, and plugging these into a formula.
Because the parameters are different for each wavelength of
light this must be done separately for R, G, and B.
C. General Parameters
By far the hardest part of this implementation was getting
all the parameters correct, as there are many and Henrik was
a little vague with a bunch of them. In the following sections
we will do our best to describe and define all of them.

D. Geometrical Parameters of the Single Scattering term
Most of the below listed terms are also in figure 8.
xo is the point on the surface that the eye ray hits, and wo
is the direction it was hit from. Following from this xinside
is the sampled point inside the surface. This is determined
by refracting −wo and sending xinside a random distance
s0o = log(ζ)/σt along this. wi is then determined as the
direction from xinside to the light, and xi is the point on the
surface along that path. no and ni are the normals at xo and xi .
From these the rest of the parameters can be calculated. si
is the true inside distance from |xi − xinside | + |xinside − xo |,
and from this we can estimate the true refracted distance the
ray spends in the medium. We need to do this because we are
assuming there is no refraction at xi. This distance is estimated
as
|wi · ni |
s0i = si q
2
1 − ( η1 )2 (1 − |wi · ni | )
.
I will note that for the longest time I thought that si was
defined as xi − xo , and this caused large quantities of milk
(spheres with radius 2 meters or greater) to turn chocolate.

The first and easiest category of parameters are the physical
qualities of the material. For more at length descriptions of
these we would recommend Henrik’s paper[4], but to see them
gathered all in one place come here. They include:
σa , σs , and σt . These are the absorption, scattering, and
extinction coefficients respectively. The first two must be
measured, and σt = σa + σs . Note that we are not attempting
to render materials the required the reduced versions of these
terms.
η is the index of refraction of material and must be known.
α is the albedo (the fraction of the light automatically reflected
off the surface) and must be known.
Fdr is the diffuse reflectance of the material and is defined as
0.710
+ 0.668 + 0.0636η
Fdr = − 1.440
η2 + η
D is the diffusion coefficient, and it is defined as

Fig. 8. A diagram of the geometrical parameters used for the single scattering
approximation.

1
3σt

A is the internal reflection parameter and is defined as

1+Fdr
1−Fdr .

E. Geometrical Parameters of the Diffusion Term
Most of the below listed terms are also in figure 8 or figure

σ
√tr is the effective extinction coefficient and is defined as
3σa σt .
σtc is the combined
extinction coefficient and is defined as
0
i ·w0 |
σtc = σt + |n
.
0
|ni ·w |
i

9.
xr and xv are the ’real’ and virtual light sources in the dipole
used to approximate the diffusion term. They are placed
distances zr and zv below and above xi . Here zr = σ1t and
zv = zr + 4AD.
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Last, but certainly not least, is the Fresnel transmittance Ft . Ft
is highly important to both terms. It is the percentage of the
light that actually enters the object, dependant on the incident
angle. To get Ft you must first calculate Fr , the Fresnel
reflection. For unpolarized light
p
n cos θi + n 1 − (sin θ)2
p
Fr =
n cos θi − n 1 − (sin θ)2

2

Then let Ft = 1 − Fr , or if Fr > 1 let Ft = 0.

Fig. 10. How to sample diffusion.

Fig. 9. A diagram of the geometrical parameters used for the diffusion
approximation. wo , no , etc, are determined the same as in the single scattering
case.

F. Algorithm
As we said, the general gist of the algorithm is to sample
in two different ways. For this diffusion term this is done as
such. Once we have computed all the parameters we plug them
into the equations described in Henrik’s paper. I have included
pseudo code for computing both terms below
G. Technical Challenges
There were many technical challenges when implementing
this algorithm. The hardest part was calculating all of the
relevant parameters right as there are about a million and all of
them are important. Any negative signs I got flipped resulted
in chocolate milk, or black spheres. Of particular challenge
was the Fresnel term and determining nearby points on the
surface for the diffusion term. To debug the Fresnel term I
made visualizations for how well the surface absorbs light and
how well it transmits it afterwards-you can see these below.
After getting these debugged by far the longest standing bug
was finding the surface again after scattering for diffusion-not
a trivial problem for arbitrary geometry. Our basic approach
was to move the point somewhere along the tangent plane
then shoot a ray in both directions looking for an object. We
thought we was doing the math wrong but it actually turned
out to be an interesting  problem. The points were too close to

Fig. 11. How to sample the single scattering term.

Fig. 12. A visualization of 1) how well a sphere absorbs light shot at it and
2) how much light a sphere emits towards the eye.
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the sphere to find it again. After tuning  my results got much
better, but we still had a lot of untuned parameters giving me
wonky results. Some of these were actually limitations of the
algorithm, and we will discuss them below.
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a big affect on the appearance of the material, with under
lit things changing color and over lit things all becoming
too white. It doesn’t help that there is not a great way to do
ambient lighting.

Fig. 15. Pretty sure skim milk doesn’t look like this when it gets dark out.

H. Limitations and Section Conclusion
There is a big limitation of our implementation of this
algorithm that we will get out of the way right away-it
doesn’t do cylinders. We imagine that this is due to a more
complicated  problem that we have not yet captured, but
regardless it renders all cylinders black.
Beyond that, this algorithm definitely has several more
limitations than we knew about coming in. The first is that it
incorrectly renders certain edges black due to the assumption
that light below the surface traveled straight in from the light.
Henrik may have done something about this and not described
it, but we don’t think so as many of his sharper edges look
more dulled than his real life examples. We certainly could
not think of an easy solution.

Lastly, we would say the biggest limitation of this algorithm
is that it does not tend to play well with other ray tracing
features. It tends be for raytracing that when you implement
a new feature it meshes well with what you have, but there
are several examples of when this is not the case. We had a
very hard time thinking of how we would do good shadows
(capturing the soft edges), and stuff like photon mapping
would have to treat translucent materials as diffuse for many
purposes.
With that said, this algorithm produced pretty decent results
in a reasonable amount of time. None of our renders ran for
longer than 10-15 minutes even at 10 antialiasing samples and
40 scattering samples. It also captured the glow and scale of
marble, whole milk, and skim milk well. As predicted, a sphere
of skin looked pretty bad.

Lastly, in Henrik’s renderings he shows an image of
what he calls ’the Fresnel term’. While Fresnel is discussed
constant ly in the paper, there is no where that he says
exactly what this term is. It appears to capture the nice
highlights on edges-something that is actually a limitation
of what our implementation can do. None of the terms we
have visualized look anything like it, and it remains a mystery.

Fig. 16. A comparison of skim (left) and whole (right) milk.

IV. A G LASS W ITH M ILK
A. The Difficulties of Merging

Fig. 14. A demonstration of the problem area. There should be some
refraction.

The second limitation is that it appears to be highly lighting
dependant. How much light/how distributed the lights are has

Because our two features were very compartmentalized,
merging the two did not go over entirely smoothly. We had
done our best to make our implementation modular, but they
both depended on some of the same things (in particular the
relative index of refraction was implemented differently for the
two methods). There are also some things that would be very
hard to capture. For one, shadows looks funny. Subsurface
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Fig. 17. A comparison of marble of three different scales. Notice how the
light distributes itself differently through all of them. Also note the problem
areas when both the light and eye rays have high incident angles.

scattering does not do a great job with shadows as it doesn’t
take into account translucency at the edges, and shadowing
refraction is very hard (to do it accurately may require forward
ray tracing). In addition, acquiring the softer caustics of a
BSSRDF would be extremely costly as you would have to
sample the photon map at every sampling of the two terms.
Lastly, for some unknown reason placing a sphere inside of a
glass causes ’cracking’ of the glass, see figure 19. This is most
likely the result of a strange interaction between our refraction
and subsurface scattering methods.

Fig. 19. Placing a sphere of milk inside a glass causes ’cracking’.

subsurface scattering. Then, nearing the end of the project,
we merged our efforts to get the two pieces working together
nicely, and to write this paper and create our presentation.

B. Combined Results
Figures 18 and 19 show some renders of the combination
of refraction and subsurface scattering. Figure 18 pictures a
sphere of milk inside of a sphere of glass, and figure 19
pictures a sphere of milk inside of a glass cup.

Fig. 18. A sphere of milk inside a glass sphere.

C. Work Distribution
Work distribution was fairly simple for such a modular
project. Jonathan worked on refraction while Ben worked on

V. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
Overall we got pretty decent results. Refraction looks good
- we are capturing different indexes and the reflective component well. In addition total internal reflection appears as
it should. For translucent objects the subsurface scattering
algorithm shows promise - it captures the color and scale of
several materials such as skim milk, whole milk, and marble.
Unfortunately, we were not able to render a glass of milk
because the subsurface scattering only worked on spheres and
there is cracking when you place it inside of glass. Because of
this we rendered a glass with milk (which still shows cracking,
figure 19).
In terms of direct extensions of our work there are several
obvious ones - the first would be to get translucent objects of
arbitrary geometry rendering without crashing. It would also
be very cool to capture caustics, but this would rather weighty
due to the details of the subsurface scattering sampling. We
couldn’t find anyone who had specifically discussed doing this
accurately, so it may be rather novel.
If we wanted to make the above extensions we would need
to improve the speed and quality of our renders. Additions that
we planned had we had more time were implementing a KDtree [6] and writing directly to a file in order to speed up our
renders, as well as using correlated multi-jittered sampling [1]
to improve the quality of our renders while using a lower ray
count. It takes a lot of samples right now for the translucent
materials to look good-about 8 anti-aliasing samples along
with 40-50 subsurface scattering samples seems to be the
minimum for smooth results (though if you anti-alias more
you can reduce the scattering samples).
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